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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper [I] we considered a trajectory question for a metric 
state-time dynamical polysystem (X x T, 4, Q) for which the topological 
space Q is sequentially compact. Continuing the investigation of dynamical 
polysystems of this special type, in this paper we consider invariance and 
stability of subsets of X. Specifically, we define a concept of stability 
(invariance) of sets-moderate stability (invariance)-which is intermediate 
to the strong stability (invariance) concept of Zubov [2] and the weak 
stability (invariance) concept of Roxin [3]. This new notion of stability of sets 
is particularly important for dynamical polysystems, which have control 
systems as their prototype, for it guarantees the existence of a single stabilizing 
control function for all initial “states” in the given set. The main result is a 
theorem on uniform moderate stability of a compact subset of the state space. 
2. BASIC PROPERTIES 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the terminology and notation of 
reference 1. As in that paper, we assume that Q is a topological space, X is a 
metric space, T is the reals, and n is the projection of X x T onto X. The 
family of maps {#,} defined by & : X x T x T -+ X for every u E .Q such 
that 
tuxo > to > 4 = 7r * qu, (x0, to), t - to) for any x,sX,t,,tET 
is called a metric state-time dynamical polysystem of type S and is denoted 
by(XxT,#,G).ThefunctionXisamapX:IR~X~T~T+X~T 
satisfying the axioms of a dynamical polysystem [4]. 
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The family of maps (&} have the following properties: 
(i) I f  u E Q, x0 E X, and f, E T, 
(ii) I f  u E 8, x0 E X, and t,, , t, , t, E T, 
Quxo 3 to 9 tz) = CU(hL(XO , to 7 t1>, t, , &J. 
(iii) I f  u1 , ua E 9 and to E T, there is a unique v  E D denoted by 
u1 / t, ; ua such that for every x0 E X 
!J+o > to , 9 = :l,U,(X” 7 to 9 t> t :< t, 
:= A2(X0 , 4, , t> t > to. 
Each 11% is continuous, and &(x, to, t) is continuous on Q x X x T x T. 
We make the following definitions: 
DEFIKITION 2. I. For any fixed xg E X, to E T, and u. E Q, a T-trajectory 
through s,, at time t,, is the map &&CC,, , to , .) : T--f X or any restriction 
of the map to a closed real interval. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For any fixed x0 E X, to E T, define the attainable set 
at time t, E T in the usual way as 
qxo , t,, , tlj (&(x0 , to , tl)i 21 E Q2). 
DEFINITION 2.3. If  t, , t, E ?’ and p? : [to , tJ + X is a map such that 
t’, t” E [to ) 1 t ] implies p)(P) E K(p(f’), I’, t”), then F is a T/-trajectory of 
(X >< 1’, I/, Q). In this d efinition we admit the cases f, == -CC or t, 7-m a 
or both. (This is Roxin’s trajectory definition [3].) 
The following theorems hold [I]: 
THEOREM 2.1. If  Q is sequentially compact, the attainable set K(x, , to , t) 
of the polysystem (X x T, 4, Q), considered as a map R : X x T x T + 2x 
satisfies the axioms of a generalized control system as dej’ked by Roxin [3], [S]. 
THEOREM 2.2. For the polysystem (X x T, $, Q) with the space Q 
sequentially compact, the set of T-trajectories is equal to the set of T’-trajectories. 
LEMMA~.~. Ifu,vE~,t,ET,y=uItl/v,andxoEXandt,~t,et, 
then $y(~o , to , t) = ~v(lcru(xo , to , tl>, tl, 4. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let tl E T and u, v  E Sz be such that 
x E X impZies zfGv(x, t, , t) = q!~~(x, t, , t) if t < t,(t b t1). 
Then if t, < t,(t, > t), for every x0 E X 
4~&~ , to , t> = ~u(~o , to , t) for every t < t,(t 3 h). 
3. STABILITY OF SETS 
Since the attainable set of a polysystem (X x T, 4, Q) with sequentially 
compact Q satisfies the axioms of a generalized control system (Theorem 2.1) 
and since the two trajectory definitions are equivalent (Theorem 2.2), the 
previous results of Roxin concerning strong and weak stability of sets are 
immediately applicable to the special class of dynamical polysystems which 
we are considering. Here, we introduce a new concept of stability (invariance) 
which cannot be defined in the previous axiomatic framework of generalized 
control systems. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The set A C X is moderately invariant at t, E T if and 
only if there is a u E 52 such that, for every x E A 
Iclu(x, to, 4 E A for every t 3 t,. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The set A C X is moderately stable at t, if and only 
if there is a u E Q such that for every E > 0, there exists a S = S(E, t, , U) > 0 
such that for every x E S,(A), $J,(x, t, , t) E S,(A) for every t > t, . 
If A is moderately stable for every t, E T, we say that A is moderately stable. 
If A is moderately stable and S is independent oft, , we say that A is uniformly 
moderately stable. 
Clearly, moderate stability (invariance) is intermediate to the concepts 
of strong and weak stability (invariance); i.e., strong implies moderate implies 
weak. 
It is apparent that the usual Lyapunov-type theorems can be obtained 
for sets which are moderately stable. Also, many of the classical results on 
invariance of sets can be extended to obtain results on moderate invariance. 
These topics are considered in reference 6. Here, however, we will prove 
only one theorem in order to demonstrate the use of the sequential compact- 
ness assumption on Sz. The theorem provides sufficient conditions for uniform 
(with respect to a compact set of initial times) moderate stability of a compact 
set. 
We require the following lemma: 
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LEMMA 3.1. If A C X is moderately stable, then for every tl , t, E 7’ and 
every partition 
P, : t, = s0 < s1 < *‘- < s, -= t, ) 
there exists yn E Q such that, for every E > 0, there exists 6 = S(E, yn , t, , tz) 
such that x E S,(A) implies 
?hJy,(x, si , t) E &(A), 
for every si E P, and every t > si . 
Proof. Since A is moderately stable, there exists v, E D such that, for any 
E > 0, there exists 6, = an(c, s, , vn) > 0 such that x E San(A) implies 
$b,(X~ sn 7 t> 5 S,(A) for every t b s,; 
and there exists 1c,-r E R such that, for vI = min(6, , 6) > 0, there is a 
6’ -- Urll ,Ll 9 %-1) > 0 n-1  
such that x E S,;-1(A) implies 
?h,& h-1 I t) E q4 for every t 3 sn-l . 
Let v,-r E 0 such that v+r = q-r 1 s, 1 v, . Then, x,, E S8;-l(A) implies 
~v,&l > h-1 ? 9 6 S&9 for every t 3 s,-1 . 
For, if x0 E SB;_l(A), then 
$L&o Y sn-1 ? 9 E %Iw for every t > sn-l . 
Hence, 
Therefore, 
~v,Wu,& 7 G-1 9 &A s92 9 4 E a4 for every t > s, . 
But since s,-r < S, < t, by Lemma 2.1 
~*,J% > h-1 Y  4 E Sk9 for every t > s, . 
From Lemma 2.2, 
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if s,-r < t < s, , so that 
Furthermore, x0 E San(A) implies 
$u,-l(xo , sn , t) E %(A) 
since 
for any t 2 s, , 
v&,~~(x~, s, , t) = L,(x, , sn , t) if t 2 sn . 
Hence, take 6,-r = min(S~, , S,). Then x0 E SsnJA) implies 
and 
lclv,-,(xo , k1 , 4 E &(A), if t > L-1, 
~u,~l(xo , s, I t> E &(A) if t 2 s, . 
Taking successively s n _ 2 ,..., s0 E P, and continuing as in the above manner, 
we obtain the desired yn = ZI,, and 6 = min(6,’ , 6,). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the space Q be sequentially compact, X locally compact 
and A C X moderately stable and compact. Then, for any t, , t, E T, there exists 
v  E Q such that for every E > 0, there exists 6 = a(~, t, , t, , v) > 0 such that 
t, E [tl , t,] and x E S,(A) imply 
VW, to 9 t) E f%(A) for every t 3 4J , t E [t1 , &I 
Proof. Let {P,} be a sequence of partitions of [tl , t,] such that P,+l C P, 
for every n; i.e., if si, E Pj and n > j, then sij E P, . Assume further that 
)I P, I/ --f 0 as n + co. By the previous lemma, for any n there exists u, such 
that for any E > 0 there is a 6, > 0 such that 
si, E pn and x E %,(A) imply vL,(x, st, , t) E &(A) 
for every t 3 si . The sequence {un} in .Q has a convergent subsequence 
by the sequent% compactness assumption. Denote this subsequence by 
{u,} also, and let u, -+ v E .Q. We will show that this v E Q is the v of the 
theorem. 
Take E > 0. Since X is locally compact, there exists 71 > 0 such that 
S,(A) is compact. (This is the only place in the proof that the local compact- 
ness assumption on X is used. Thus, in the statement of the theorem, the 
existence of this neighborhood with compact closure could have been 
hypothesized and the local compactness assumption on X dropped.) 
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Hence, the continuous map, 
qJL’ : s&q x [fl , t,] x [tl ) t2] --j AT, 
is uniformly continuous. Therefore, letting p : ,Y x S -+ El dcnotc the 
metric on X, there exists y  = y(~, t, , tz , ZJ) > 0 such that if p(xo , .~a’) c y, 
I t,, - t,’ , < y, then 
for every X0 , xc,‘, E S,(A), every t, , t,’ E [tr , t,], and every t E [ti , t,]. 
Now, let 6 = a(~, t, , t, , z’) = min(y, 7). This is the 8 of the theorem. 
For if x E S,(il), then ,D(x, x0) < 8 for some x,, t d, since A is compact. 
Thus, p(s, x,,) < y and X, s0 E S,(A). Also, if t, E [tr , ti], there exists an 
integer N such that I siN - t,, 1 < y  for some siy E P,,, . In fact, require that 
sf.v : t, <%,-1-Y. 
Then, by the uniform continuity of $, , 
P(!u~, 4, 1 t), vL(% , siy , t)) c E:13 (3.1) 
for every t E [fl , t,]. 
I\‘ow, take a fixed t* E [tr , ta] such that t* > t, 3 siN . By the continuity 
of 4, with respect to U, there exists an integer L such that n > L implies 
P(#7i,,Cx0 > S,N Y t*), *G CxO 7 si, 3 f*)) < E/3~ (3.2) 
since ix,, -+ 8. Let M z max(E, L). Then n > M implies IL > N; hence, 
SiN E P,, . Therefore, since x,, E A C Ssn(A) for every N, from Lemma 3.1 
follows 
f~(&~ (x0 , s,, , t*), J) < t/3 if n :- M. (3.3) 
Hence, from the triangle inequality, combining inequalities (3.1), (3.2) and 
(3.3) gives the following: If  x E S,(A), and t, E [tl , tJ, then 
for t* > t, , t* E [tI , t,]. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied, then 
for a?ty 5 , 2 t E T there exists u E 0 such that for every E > 0, there exists 
6 = 6(~, t, , t, , u) > 0 such that t, E [tl , t,] and x E S,(A) imply 
Ah to , t) E U4 far every t > t,. 
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Proof. Take c > 0. Since A is moderately invariant at t, , there exist 
u2 E Q independent of E, and 6, = &(E, t, , uJ > 0 such that x E Sa2(A) 
implies 
~&, t, I q E &(4 for every t 2 t,. 
Let 7 = min(c, 6,). By the theorem there exist v  E 8 independent of 7, 
and 6 = 6(~, t, , t, , z) > 0 such that f,  E [tI , t,] and x E S,(A) imply 
4&, f,  7 t) E S,(A) for every t 3 t, , t E [tI , tel. 
Define u = v  i t, j u2. Using the same technique as in the proof of Lemma 
3.1, we obtain the desired result. 
%Iake the following definition: 
DEFINITIOP; 3.3. The set A C X is uniformly moderately stable on a 
finite interval [tI , 2 t ] of initial times if and only if there exists u E &? such that 
for every E > 0 there exists 6 = I~(E, t, , t, , U) > 0 such that t, E [tI , t2] 
and s E S,(A) imply 
$4&G to > 4 E S,(A) for every t >, t,. 
In terms of this definition, Corollary 3.1 is written: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let the space Q be sequerttially compact, X locally compact 
and A C X moderately stable and compact. Then A is uniformly moderately 
stable on any Jinife interval [tl , t2] of initial times. 
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